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Abstract: This study focuses on audio guide as a support for smooth information acquisition for visual stimuli. The
interval between provision timing of visual guidance part, which explains explicit features of the object, and
information addition part, which explains implicit features of the object, is set as a parameter and its effect on
memory is measured as an indicator for estimating the degree of smoothness in information acquisition. Eye
tracking experiments were conducted in a dome theater with the omnidirectional movie using three timing
interval conditions: shorter than two seconds (Short Interval), longer than three seconds and shorter than five
seconds (Medium Interval), and longer than six seconds (Long Interval). The results showed that the memory
scores for the movie presented in the Medium Interval condition was the largest. This paper discusses how
the presentation in the Medium Interval condition allowed effective integration of visual information and the
auditory information provided by audio guide: the visual guidance part of audio guide helped the viewer
to find the objects at the best timing before the presentation of information addition part. This would have
enabled the participants to elaborate the visual scene with the relevant long-term memory for integration with
the auditory information.

1 INTRODUCTION

Information acquisition is one of the most difficult ac-
tivities in life. This is because the information in the
environment is ambiguous. In order to acquire neces-
sary information, we need to pay attention to a right
object in the environment and memorize it in the cur-
rent context by performing a cyclic loop of percep-
tion and cognition process smoothly. A lot of sup-
ports are available to make this smooth information
acquisition possible. One of them is the use of multi-
modal presentation of information. The effect of mul-
timodal information on human behavior is discussed
in such areas as multimodal learning (Moreno and
Mayer, 2007) and cognitive science (Kitajima et al.,
2019). To extend this line of research, it is effective
to apply the method of support, “multimodal presen-
tation of information”, to a variety of environments,
and identify defining characteristics that should result
on effective support for information acquisition.

As the first step for it, this paper applied mul-
timodal information presentation to the omnidirec-
tional movie with audio guide. In the study that ex-

amined the characteristics of information acquisition
while watching omnidirectional movies with audio
guide (Kitajima et al., 2017), the presentation tim-
ing of audio guide, which was either before or dur-
ing watching the movie, was identified as one of the
important features that should affect memorization of
the contents of the movie. This paper focuses on con-
tents of the audio guide and its presentation timing
as well, which are pointed out as features of the au-
dio part of movie (Kanai, 2000), including situation,
timing, and contents.

The purpose of this paper is to clarify the effect
of audio guide presentation timing on memory when
watching the omnidirectional movie. This paper be-
gins with the section to discuss cognitive framework
that shows the effect of audio guide timing on mem-
ory and related work on making experience memo-
rable. The following section describes an eye tracking
experiment using a dome theater environment. Eye
movements were recorded to know the acquisition
timing of visual information and this was used to dis-
cuss the multimodal interaction of visual and auditory
acquisition timing. Finally, the last sections present
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Figure 1: A cognitive model on memory formation.

the experimental results and discuss how timings of
audio guides affect memory.

2 IMPORTANCE OF TIMING ON
EFFECT OF AUDIO GUIDE

To make experience memorable, it is essential to con-
sider how memory is formed based on the perceived
stimulus that comes from external and internal envi-
ronment. Starting from the introduction of cognitive
model of memory formation, this section discuss why
it is essential to take timings into account.

2.1 Memory Formation When using
Audio Guide

Memory formation starts with acquisition of informa-
tion from the internal and external environment. For
acquiring visual information with the support of an
audio guide, consideration of multimodal information
acquisition is essential. Using Moreno’s cognitive-
affective model (Moreno and Mayer, 2007) as a base,
a simplified cognitive model is derived as shown by
Figure 1. Iv and IA each represents the acquired vi-
sual and auditory information. δV and δA each repre-
sents the half-life period of visual and auditory infor-
mation in sensory memory. h(ti), h(t j),and h(tk) rep-
resent the activated portions of knowledge initiated by
I1 at different timings. ti, t j,and tk represent the tim-
ings when portions of long-term memory are retrieved
for inclusion in working memory. τi, τ j, and τk rep-
resent the durations that the respective information,
h(ti),h(t j),and h(tk), are present in working memory.

The process of acquiring knowledge from visual
stimuli and audio guide goes as follows (Kitajima and
Toyota, 2015):

1. Perceptual Process
Information, such as visual appearance and au-
dio guide associated with it, is collected via sen-
sory organs. Acquired information is temporar-
ily stored in individual sensory memories for a
short period of time. When the information passes
through Sensory Information Filter, only a frag-
ment of information is selected for further pro-
cesses in working memory. Pieces of information
originated from different modalities are processed
independently and in parallel.

2. Cognitive Process
Inputted information in working memory works
as a trigger for activating related knowledge from
long-term memory. The inputted information is
mentally organized with the activated knowledge
and other related information. Through this pro-
cess, our brain makes sense of the inputted infor-
mation. Finally, inputted information is integrated
with existing knowledge and form a new memory.

Through this process, the acquired information es-
tablishes links with the existing memory networks
and as a result, it is memorized. Therefore, not
only the acquired information itself but also the other
pieces of information that is available at the same time
plays an important role in how memorable the ac-
quired information is. This is where timing comes in.
Even if the same pieces of information are presented,
if the pieces of information are perceived in different
timings, it directly affects the quantity of information
available for integration and organization of the ac-
quired information. This timings’ effect on the quan-
tity of information is shown in Figure 2. Depending
on the different perception timings, the quantities of
information in working memory can be classified into
three types. In this study, we call these types Mode
1, 2, and 3. For the sake of simplicity, let’s consider
a situation where information is perceived in two dif-
ferent timings, t1 and t2. hi and h j denote the acti-
vated portions of long-term memory triggered by the
first information, and hk and hl denote the activated
portions of long-term memory triggered by the sec-
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Figure 2: Timeline of three Modes.

ond information. ti, t j, tk, and tl represent the timings
when portions of long-term memory, hi, h j, hk, and hl ,
are retrieved from long-term memory for inclusion in
working memory.

The solid horizontal lines in Figure 2 represent the
duration that the respective pieces of information, hi,
h j, hk, and hl , are present in working memory. In
addition, there are two solid horizontal lines that in-
dicate the periods of the first and second information
present in working memory. τi, τ j, τk, τl , τ1, and τ2
are defined by the starting times and the ending times
of the respective sources of information. For a spe-
cific time during the period of [t1, tl + τl ], the amount
of information available is expressed by the horizon-
tal lines that exists. A histogram above the time-
line shows the total amount of information present in
working memory at a specific time. The histograms
shaded in red represent the information triggered by
the first information and those shaded in blue repre-
sent the information triggered by the second informa-
tion. The overlapped areas of the red and the blue
shaded histograms are shown in purple. All the three
modes have the same timing for the first information,
but each mode has different timings for the second in-
formation. Therefore, the red shaded histogram stays
at the same place, while the blue shaded ones ap-
pear in different positions: the distance between the
red and the blue shaded histograms are the farthest in

Mode 1 and the closest in Mode 3.
In order to define the modes unambiguously, the

following conditions are imposed for the starting
times of information 1, 2 and the respective activated
portions of long-term memory: t1 < t2, t1 < ti < t j,
and t2 < tk < tl . Each mode is defined as follows:

• Mode 1 (No Overlap): This mode is shown in
Figure 2 (a) and the condition for this mode is
expressed as t j + τ j < t2. In this mode, the sec-
ond information is perceived after the disappear-
ance of the activated portions of long-term mem-
ory triggered by the first information. Therefore,
the two pieces of information are integrated inde-
pendently. In this mode, no overlap exists for the
two sources of information.

• Mode 2 (Moderate Overlap): This mode is
shown in Figure 2 (b) and the condition for this
mode is expressed as ti < t2 < t j. In this mode,
the second information is perceived before the dis-
appearance of the activated portions of long-term
memory triggered by the first information. There-
fore, the two pieces of information are present at
the overlapped times and they are available for the
cognitive processes that proceed. In this mode,
the size of the area of the overlapping pieces of
information, which is shown in the purple shaded
histogram, is moderate.

• Mode 3 (Large Overlap): This mode is shown
in Figure 2 (c) and the condition for this mode is
expressed as t2 < ti < t j. In this mode, the second
information is perceived before the appearance of
the activated portions of long-term memory trig-
gered by the first information. Therefore, simi-
lar to Mode 2, the two pieces of information are
present at the overlapped times and they are avail-
able for the cognitive processes that proceed. In
this mode, the size of the area of the overlapping
pieces of information, which is shown in the pur-
ple shaded histogram, is large.

In order to make the full use of the overlapped area
of the histograms, it is essential to consider the rela-
tionship between cognitive ability and the amount of
information available for integration. If the amount
of information is smaller than the amount our cogni-
tive ability can work out, it can establish more links
with the existing memory network by additional infor-
mation inputs. This can be seen in phenomenon like
modality effect (Mayer, 2002), where more memo-
rable education was done using more than one modal-
ity to input more pieces of information simultane-
ously. On the other hand, if the amount of informa-
tion is larger than the amount our cognitive ability
can work out, inputting more information can cause
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cognitive overload and do harm, like reverse modal-
ity effect (Tabbers et al., 2004). In sum, what mode
a viewer is in has effect on memory and the timing is
the major factor for it.

2.2 Effect of Audio Guide Timing When
Watching Movie

To make experience memorable with audio guide, it is
essential to consider perception timings of two modal-
ities, visual stimuli and audio guide. In our previous
study (Hirabayashi et al., 2019), to examine an audio
guide timing, an audio guide was decomposed into
two parts based on its contents, ‘visual guidance part’
and ‘information addition part’. Information addition
part is the part of audio guide that provides explana-
tion about the objects that are not visible, such as the
names and impressions of the objects. Information
presented in this part would work while integrating
the gist of the explained subject with the visually ac-
quired information. Visual guidance part is the part
of audio guide that concerns visible and easy to rec-
ognize entities, such as places and color. They would
not be a good subject for integration but explain what
and where the objects explained in ‘information ad-
dition part’ are and can be used as a guidance to find
them. As a standard construction of audio guide, ‘vi-
sual guidance part’ is presented first and ‘information
addition part’ follows to explain the object that the
viewer’s attention should have already been guided to
it.

Our previous study (Hirabayashi et al., 2019) fo-
cused on the relationships between the time when a
specific information addition part is provided and the
time when the participant finds the object that is ex-
plained by it.1 In order to detect the time when the
participant begins to pay attention to a specific object
presented on a 2D display, eye movements were clas-
sified into two types: (1) voluntary eye movements
to perceive visual information to be further processed
by cognitive processes, and (2) involuntary eye move-
ments, not for further cognitive processes. Volun-
tary and involuntary eye movements were identified
according to the criteria reported by Ohtani (Ohtani,
1971). An eye movement whose fixation time is
longer than 270 msec is judged as voluntary and the
one shorter than 270 msec as involuntary.2 The ob-

1Stimuli and evaluation used in the study (Hirabayashi
et al., 2019) were identical in nature with those used in the
experiment stated in Section 3. Major difference is that our
previous study used 2D display and 2D movie instead of 3D
dome theater and omnidirectional movie.

2Interval between saccadic movement was plotted to the
Weibull chart and show that there is a turning point at 270
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Figure 3: Timeline of three difference cases of Mode 2 in
Figure 2.

jects that are fixated with voluntary eye movements
are considered as those to be processed by the cogni-
tive processes that follow.

The study (Hirabayashi et al., 2019) found that the
participants who listened to the information addition
part of the audio guide after visually finding the ob-
ject memorized it better than those who listened it be-
fore visually finding it. The situations that were ana-
lyzed in the experiment are as follows: the participant
fixates the object visually and activates its associated
memory for inclusion in working memory, and he or
she listens to the information addition part of audio
guide and activates its associated memory for inclu-
sion in working memory. The intervals between vi-
sual guidance part and information addition part were
not manipulated in this experiment but it was possi-
ble to find situations where two pieces of information
from each modalities are perceived at the timing that
are characterizes as Mode 2 shown in Figure 2. The
result gained in the study (Hirabayashi et al., 2019)
showed that Mode 2 has to be treated at a finer grain

msec. Through the visual task analysis, a fixation with the
fixation time less than 270 msec was classified as an invol-
untary movement and fixation with fixation time longer than
270 msec, was classified as a voluntary movement.
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size considering the processes that should follow ‘af-
ter finding the object that is to be explained by the au-
dio guide’ and ‘after listening to the information ad-
dition part of audio guide’. Figure 3 shows three sub-
modes in Mode 2. The differences in the amounts of
knowledge activated by the inputted information are
taken into account. The area of histogram is smaller
for the case where input information is auditory, and
the area of histogram is larger for the case where in-
put information is visual. Mode 2a shows the case
where the first information is auditory, and Mode 2b
shows the case where the first information is visual.
Mode 2c shows the case where the first information
is visual, but the second auditory information is per-
ceived in delay.

The participants who listened to the information
addition part of the audio guide after visually finding
the object was in Mode 2b and those listened to the in-
formation addition part of audio guide before visually
finding it were in Mode 2a. As a result, the former
formed a better memory than the latter.

Thus, to design the audio guide, it is essential to
consider the interaction between visual finding tim-
ing and additional information provision timing. In
this paper, the interval between visual guidance part
and information addition part is manipulated and ef-
fectiveness of using this interval as the parameter for
designing audio guide is discussed. Eye tracking ex-
periment was conducted in a dome theater with the
omnidirectional movie, which simulated the real en-
vironment in terms of a wide field of view that allows
the viewer to appreciate a large amount of visual in-
formation.

3 METHOD

An experiment was conducted to understand the rela-
tionship between timing interval, which is the interval
between visual guidance part and information addi-
tion part of the audio guide, and memory in the om-
nidirectional environment. Since the effect of audio
guide works in relation with the viewing behavior, eye
tracking was conducted during the experiment. Note
that, in the description of the experiment, the expres-
sion “target object” or “target” refers to the object ex-
plained in the audio guide.

Eight participants (all males, average age = 23.25,
SD = 2.44) took part in the eye tracking experiment
and no one had visual or health problem on taking the
experiment.

3.1 Conditions

Three conditions were considered for timing interval,
denoted as T̂ hereafter, as follows:

• Short interval condition (SI), 0 ≤ T̂ ≤ 2 [sec]: In
this condition, information addition part of the au-
dio guide is likely to be presented before the par-
ticipant found the target object. The results of our
previous study predict that the information pre-
sented in this condition should be less memorable.

• Medium interval condition (MI), 3 ≤ T̂ ≤ 5 [sec]:
In this condition, information addition part of
the audio guide is likely to be presented after
the participant found the target object. The
results of our previous study predict that the
information presented in this condition should be
more memorable.

• Long interval condition (LI), T̂ ≥ 6 [sec]: Like
the MI condition, information addition part of the
audio guide is likely to be presented after the par-
ticipant found the target object. The results of our
previous study predict that the information pre-
sented in this condition should be more memo-
rable for only a limited number of objects.

3.2 Stimuli

Three omnidirectional movies were prepared. Each
movie had a respective audio guide with one of the
three conditions. The movies showed the landscape
taken from a slow-paced boat going down the Sum-
idagawa River in Tokyo. A movie taken from a slow-
paced boat was chosen as a stimulus for this experi-
ment because it is likely to contain scenes or targets
that satisfy the conditions:

1. The target in the movie should move in a slow
pace. This condition is needed to make the target
appear and stay in the field of view long enough
for a viewer to take needed visual information of
the target object.

2. The target should not be easy to notice without
a guidance. This condition is needed to refrain
viewers from paying attention to the target before-
hand and to see the effect of audio guide clearly.

3. Scenes should contain many objects to look at
throughout the movie. This condition is needed
to simulate the situations where audio guide is in
need.

Since the position of a target in the omnidirec-
tional environment was difficult to indicate, a visual
marker was superimposed to the original movie to
point the target. A visual marker appears after the
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Figure 4: Experiment environment.

presentation of visual guidance part of audio guide
and remains for two seconds.

3.3 Apparatus

The stimuli were controlled and projected to a dome
theater by using StellaDome Professional (AstraArts,
Shibuya), which is 8 meters in diameter and 2 meters
off the ground, located on Teganuma Aquatic Park
“Mizunoyakata”. Viewing behavior was recorded us-
ing a wearable eye tracker (Tobii Pro Glasses 2) at a
sampling rate of 50Hz. Eye positions and gaze points
were calculated with the 3D eye model and gaze map-
ping algorithms. These gaze points were recorded as a
coordinate on the video taken from the scene camera.
This scene camera has resolution of 1920 × 1080 and
covers 82 degrees horizontally and 56 degrees verti-
cally.

The experiment was carried out with one partic-
ipant at a time. The participants were seated on
a ladder and their head positions were located ap-
proximately 3.5 meters from the nearest point on the
dome theater and approximately 1.6 meters from the
ground. Figure 4 shows the arrangement of the exper-
iment.

3.4 Evaluation

In this study, a questionnaire was conducted to inves-
tigate information that participants memorized when
viewing movies. Since the questionnaire was con-
ducted soon after viewing the movie, a recall test
was chosen to see the differences explicitly. To make
the quantitative evaluation of memory, the replies
from the participants were broken down to meaning-
ful units using a morphological analysis technique.
They were scored from the quantitative and qualita-
tive perspectives, by giving points to those units that
are related to the targets and the narrative contents
spoken in the audio guides (one point was given to
a noun or a verb, two points to a pronoun). Those

points were summed up to define the Memory Score.
For example, if the participant answered ‘Statue of
Messenger was given for its friendship’ in the ques-
tionnaire, it is broken down to ‘Statue of Messen-
ger’, ‘given’, and ‘friendship’. Since the narration
was ‘The wooden replica of Statue of Messenger was
given to Tokyo as a proof of frienship...’, each broken
down unit was given points, i.e. two points, one point,
one point, and as a total, four points were given as the
Memory Score.

3.5 Procedure

Before viewing the movie, participants were told to
make themselves comfortable and to view the movie
freely in order to simulate the actual viewing behav-
ior.

During the experiment, six movies were presented
to the participants. Three movies (Movie 1, 2, 3)
were for analysis, two movies (Movie A, B) were for
dummy, and one was for instruction. Movie 1, 2, and
3 are the stimuli explained in Section 3.2 and used
to examine the effect of timing intervals on memory.
Movie A and B were used as the first and the last
movie. These two movies were used to eliminate the
known effect that the first and last movies were mem-
orable regardless of the effects of timing intervals. An
instruction movie was used to explain how the direc-
tions of the targets are described using the clock po-
sitions in the visual guidance part of audio guide. It
was presented after Movie A or B and before Movie
1, 2, and 3. Each movie was approximately 1 minute
long, and 10 seconds intervals were inserted between
the movies. Considering the order effect, each partic-
ipant was presented with a randomized patterns. Af-
ter the participants finished viewing the movies, they
were asked to complete the questionnaire.

4 RESULT

An analysis was conducted on the basis of the objects
presented in the movies and six target objects, two
from each movie, were chosen as the candidate target
objects for further analysis. One of the candidates was
found not to be suitable for the analysis because the
lengths of the time it appeared in the field of view of
the participants were not long enough for the LI con-
dition being valid (4.9 seconds in average (SD = 1.3)).
This target object was removed from the analysis.

To understand the effect of audio guide on mem-
ory, viewing behaviors were analyzed. In this section,
scanpath and visual finding timings were examined.
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(a) Scanpath for the first target in Movie 1

(b) Scanpath for the first target in Movie 2

(c) Scanpath for the first target in Movie 3

Figure 5: Scanpath for the first target in three movies.

The distinctive scanpath seen in omnidirectional
movie environment was observed for the first target
of the movie. Figure 5 (a), (b), and (c) show the scan-
paths for the first targets of the respective movies from
the start of the movie to the start of information addi-
tion part of audio guide of the first target. The eye
movement data with the largest number of fixation
points is chosen to represent the characteristic scan-
path for each target.

The scanpath that was seen distinctively in the
omnidirectional movie environment is shown in Fig-
ure 5(a) and Figure 5(c). As shown in the figures, the
participants looked around the dome theater to grasp
the surroundings when the movie started. This was
a typical scanpath for the omnidirectional movie en-
vironment and rarely seen on 2D movie (Hirabayashi
et al., 2019). This shows that looking around type of
scanpath was needed for omnidirectional movie due
to its broad display area.

On the other hand, there were a few instances
without a looking around scanpath as shown by Fig-
ure 5(b). This kind of scanpath was especially ob-
served in this target. This target had a distinctive char-
acteristic that the other targets didn’t have: its visual
guidance marker was provided only 1.6 seconds after
the movie started. This kind of viewing behavior was
expected to occur by the very short interval between
the start of the movie and the start of the visual guid-
ance part of the audio guide. Since it is reasonable to
consider that the reactions of the participants to this
particular target should have been different from those
for the other targets, this target was removed from the
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analysis.
Object finding timing is shown in Figure 6(a). To

evaluate the object finding timing, 2D movie data
from our previous study is presented for comparison.
Thirty-one samples were used for the omnidirectional
movie group and fifty-three samples were used for the
2D movie group. Object finding timing is the time it
took to find the target object after listening to the vi-
sual guidance part of the audio guide. The omnidi-
rectional movie group took 0.94 seconds in average
to find the target object (SD = 0.90). The 2D movie
group took 1.20 seconds in average to find the target
object (SD = 1.51).

Relationship between timing intervals of the au-
dio guide and the Memory Score are shown in Fig-
ure 6(b). To exclude the effect of target differences,
the Memory Scores are standardized for each target.
The sample sizes for the respective conditions are ten
for the SI condition, ten for the MI condition, and
twelve for the LI condition. Using Mann-Whitney
U test, a statistically significant difference was seen
between the SI condition and the MI condition. Al-
though there was no statistically significant difference
between the MI condition and the LI condition, the
tendency that the MI condition scored higher than the
LI condition did was observed.

5 DISCUSSION

The MI condition, which has the timing interval
longer than three seconds and shorter than five sec-
onds, resulted to be the most memorable compared to
the other timing conditions. As stated in Section 2.2,
the MI condition resulted in the most memorable be-
cause this timing interval probably induced partici-
pants to acquire information in Mode 2b.

The effect of the viewing behavior on this result
can be interpreted using the result of the object find-
ing timings shown by Figure 6(a). Irrespective of the
viewing conditions, most of the participants found the
target object at approximately equal timings that fa-
vored the MI condition and there were only few who
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found the target object in shorter or longer timings.
For the participants who took longer times to find the
target object, the LI condition would be the timing
interval that should have induced Mode 2b instead
of Mode 2c. On the other hand, for the participants
who took shorter times to find the target object, the
SI condition would be the timing interval that should
have induced Mode 2b instead of Mode 2a. Since the
omnidirectional movie experiment resulted in smaller
variance in object finding timing compared to the 2D
movie experiment as shown by Figure 6 (a), it prob-
ably restrained such experimental trials that required
longer or shorter times in object finding. Therefore,
participants obtained the visual information at the
similar timing and for those participants, the MI con-
dition was ideal timing for presenting information ad-
dition part.

This result on viewing behavior can be further dis-
cussed by the presence of visual marker. This made
it easy for the visual system to detect the targets and
induce a quick response. It effectively decreased the
number of participants who took long times to locate
the target object. The necessity of visual guidance
part of audio guide and visual marker is to help the
participants quickly find the target object and works
for aligning the time to start the timer to begin the in-
formation addition part of audio guide. In this timer
aligned situation, the timing of the visual marker to
appear should have worked for the restraint on the
end of the timer when the information addition part
to start. This restraint should have increased the
number of participants who could synchronize audio
with vision smoothly in the MI condition. Smooth
synchronization and integration of multi-modal in-
formation work positively on memorization, as it is
stated on theorical simulation conducted in the previ-
ous study (Kitajima et al., 2019). As a result, the MI
condition marked remarkable effect on memory.

6 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE
WORK

This paper investigated the effect of the timing inter-
val of audio guide on memory. A model of modes
based on timing differences was introduced to make
rational explanations for relationship between timing
intervals and memory. The omnidirectional movie ex-
periment showed that timing intervals can be used to
make experience memorable in omnidirectional envi-
ronment.

For now, this study only focsed on the omnidirec-
tional movie viewing behavior to simulate the real en-
vironment. But, for applying it to our everyday life,

such as museum, gallery, guided tours, etc., it is im-
portant to apply and examine what this paper found
in the outside experiment situations. Also, since the
viewing behavior plays a significant role, there is need
to examine the effect in movies with different char-
acteristics like the fast moving targets or immovable
targets.
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